1. ITEM 1530 - 1-1/4" SURFACE COURSE
2. ITEM 407 - NON-TRACKING TACK COAT
3. ITEM 1530 - 1-3/4" INTERMEDIATE ASPHALT CONCRETE TYPE 2
4. ITEM 304 - 6" AGGREGATE
5. ITEM 204 - SUBGRADE COMPACTION
REFERENCE AASHTO GUIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF BICYCLE FACILITIES, CURRENT EDITION FOR SAFETY RAIL REQUIREMENTS.

* 2'-0" MINIMUM GRADED AREA, 3'-0" TO 5'-0" RECOMMENDED
THE CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL THE EARTH BACKFILL IN 6" LIFTS AND TAKE CARE TO PLUMB EACH POST.

THE IRON SLEEVES, ANGLE IRON, AND ANCHOR RODS SHALL BE PAINTED WITH TWO COATS OF RUST-OLEUM NO769 DAMP-PROOF RED PRIMER OR EQUAL PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.

THE CONTRACTOR MAY SUBSTITUTE A 24" CIRCULAR FOOTER IN PLACE OF THE ONE SHOWN BELOW.
REMOVABLE BOLLARD DETAIL

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

SHARED USE PATH
Ramps shall be ADA compliant: see standard drawings 2319/2300.

Existing curb or combination curb and gutter shall be removed and replaced as required for installation of ramp. Install expansion joint at back of curb. Reference standard drawings 2000/2010/2020/2030.

For replacement work, the curb or curb/gutter shall be removed to an existing joint or no closer than 5 ft. from an existing joint. When less than 5 ft. of a curb section remains after the curb cut is located, it also shall be removed and replaced. Curb shall be constructed in min. 5 ft. sections & max. 10 ft. sections.

Fills, if required, shall be per item 203 or item 304.

Ramp shall be constructed per item 608.

Expansion joints shall be placed to form utility strips where required and wherever new concrete touches existing construction.

D*
Concrete sidewalk = 5' minimum
Shared use path (SUP) = 10' minimum